
Handles
Handles can be functional or decora-

tive. For example, in the twelfth century,

Cistercian monks in England made vessels

with multiple puledhandles that sur-
rounded the neck and shoulders of the

pot. The handles were purely utilitadan; if
one handle broke, anotherwas available-
as long as one handle renained, the vessel

was still useful.

Handles maybe pulled, coiled, or
thrown. Consider the following when

planning to make a handle:
o Will the handle function as a handle or

will it be merely a decorative attachm€nt?
. If it is funciional, how will it work? Will

you glasp it wiih the whole hand or just
a few 6ngers?

. If it is decorative, will you place it on

the side, shoulder, or neck? Howmany
handles do you want to creat€?

. think about the negative space inside

the handle's curve. Does it complement

the shape of the pot?

Fig. 4 34. Why a"e lug haniues on this setuing
tzay the best type or support for lifting this
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lig.4-35. A puled handle gives the imptession
that it has emerged ftom the Pot. What f€atute
on this handle implies that it was pulled?
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Making a Pulled Handle
Each handle is unique, so you may want to
pull many handles in order to have a wide

selection. Keep a few extns on hand in
case the frrst one doesn't 6t.
. Wedge about 2-3 pounds ofclay and

shape it into a short, fat coil.

. crasp the coil in one hand and hold it
so that the coil hangs down.

Encircle the top of
the coil with your

hand, your thumb
facing you. Ihis hand
wil remain station-
ary while your other
hand pulls.

Under the holding
hand, make a ring
around the coilwith the thumb and

forefinger ofyour other hand (this will
be your pulling hand).
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With your pulling hand, pull down very
gently. It helps to have your pulling
hand stightlyw€t but not dripping for
each pull.
After each pull, rotate
the coil a quarter turn
with your holding
hand.
Repeat until the

handle is pulled to the

desired thickness.
With your pulling
hand, close the thumb
and foreinger to form
oval shape-

r Anchor the top of the clay by pressing it
onto a board.'Ihe tug of gnvity forms a
natural curve on the handle. Allow the
handle to stiffen to almost leather hard
before attaching to the pot.

f,!!!1fl wr'"" yo"''" pulling ahandle,
you want your pulling hand to be moist
but not ddpping wet. Keep a small bucket

ofwater nearby. Touch the waterwith
your pulling hand and shake offthe excess

prior to each pull

Making Lug Handles
Lug handles are attached horizontally to
the sides of a pot. These handles are good

for casseroles,large bowls, baking dishes,

andjars. Lugs can be made from pulled
handles, coils, or thrown s€ctions.

[lllll 'n"o- u pair of lug handles.

throw a bottomless cylinder about 1'
(2.5 cm) tall and 3" (7.6 cm) in diame-

ter. Smooth the top edge with a sponge

or piece of leather.

Allow the cylinder to stiffen about 20

minutes or until it holds its shape.

Run a wire tool under the pot to release

it from the wheel head orbat. Cut the

cylinder in halfvertically to form the
two handles.

Score and slip the bottom edge of each

handle. Attach handles opposite each

other on the pot's shoulder, taking care

to balance their placement.

Add a coil under each handle and
against the pot for added strength.
Press and seal the joins.

,',r'itlli,l"*-J!:,''1.'
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Puling.lay

Flatten the ring of clay into an oval
shape with one more pull.
For the 6natpull, place the thumb of
your pulling hand smack against the coil.

Pul1all the way down to make agroove-

a,ushanire'\-|

+
Pinch off excess clay at
the bottom.
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Making Thrown Handles
You can form several handles from one

cylinder using this technique.
. Throw a cylinder with walls at least %'

(.7 cm) thick. Finish the dm. Support

the inside walls near the top with the

fingers of your stabilizing hand while

the tip ofyour other thumb presses

against the outside wall to form a slight
groove. The wheel shouldb€ tuming at

a slow speed.

Position the needle tool below the bot
tom ofthe groove, and trim through

the clay. Lift the dng from the cylinder

and put it on aboard.

Cut the dngin one place, open it to form
the handle's curve, and allow it to stiff€n
until it is 6rm enough to keep its shape.

Smooth the cut edge with a damp

sponge. Score and slip the edges ofthe
handle and the areawhere you'll join
the handle to the pot-

Attaching the Handle
. Examine the proile ofthe curve on

your pot's wall where you will attach
the handle.

. Cut the top of the handle to match the

contour of the wall's curve.

Test the size and shape ofyour handle

against the pot.

Ifnecessary, cut the bottom ofthe
handle to 6t the pot.

Fig,4-3?. Notic€ howthe tegativespa.€ inside
the handle romplem€nts the.ontou of this
pit.her. Eow does glaze .olor /einfo".€ the
reqative spa.e and th€ profile ofthe handle?
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Fig.4-3a, this teapot's ri.h suda.€ decoration
and ohament.tion €.lipse it6 functionalsid€.
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View the join from above to make sure

the handle is straight, not slanted.
Adjust as need€d.

Trace around areas where the handle

willjoin the wa[.
Score and slip the handle ends and wall
joins, and use gentle pressure to attach
the handle to the pot.

Seal the joins with your thumb or a

wooden tool, g€ntlypulling the clay

ftom the handle to the walls.
Smooth the surface ofthe joined sec

tions with a slightly damp sponge or

Fig.4-39. Th€s€ forms illustrate howhandle,
lid, and spout.an make ea.h pie.e distinctive
within th€ teapot tradition-
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